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My dear Mother, 

   Its ages since I last wrote a letter to any one but have had 

several surprise letters myself. One from Uncle Rob another from Sheila and 

from Colin. The latter sends one of those airgraphs. After saying that there is 

not much room on the page to give news you’ve just about had it all. So I am 

not much wiser about the Babs [*]. I see they still run a wireless and take an 

interest in messages on the forces programme. They are interesting and 

amusing too sometimes. About the best wholesale tease ever. Goddard has 

evidently been agitaiting the ether again as Colin mentions hearing him the 

other day. I told you that he had left us with a broken ankle. That was 

months ago and he has not put in an appearance yet. I went into London 

yesterday just for the day but in the old haunts round Rhodesia house could 

not trace him. The country looks fine at this time but the summer foliage is 

more appreciated in the city itself. Fresh green livens the scene where in the 

winter tarmac and concrete have it all their own way. Did not realise before  

that the city could be as natural as it is.  Then I did not go to any places like 

Richmond or the parks where the people relax. The day off was  on account 

of a long exercise over last week and weekend. We did miles of marching 

and I lost all illusions about England being a small piece of gound. 

The distance covered was only a tiny scratch on the map. It was the first 

really strenuous stunt I have been on for several weeks and with two lovely 

blisters both duplicated in lower layers of skin I was all but a casualty at the 

end. Started off marching in really warm weather but in the last day it 

became overcast with  a little drizzle and by night fall it was really cold . We 

slept on the open moors. The blanket of clouds faded away and in the frosty 

morning began to wonder if it was worth marching to the end of the road 

with the army. 

 Uncle Rob gives me the address of Aunt Murray who he says might 

put me onto others of the family up in Scotland. I hope to get a chance to see 

them sometime but when goodness only knows. We don’t know what we’re 

on just now. [*] 

 You must have had a very wet season for the stream to cause 

difficulty at the dam, it was never more than a trickle up that way at this time 

of the year [*] 



Your saying that Vincy[*] had to get stuck into one of the boys is like the 

old story all over again. Peter might be able to wear them down with 

patience but they had me beat. 

    Love from  

     Dugald 

 

 

 [Notes: 

 

 [The letter is on four small pages. 

 [*] Babs. Dugald and Colin’s gold mine at Que-Que.  

 [*] ”what we’re on just now”.  Probably nothing before Arnhem in  

                 August (?) 

 [*] Refers to the building of Dyke Wright’s [*] dam.  

 [*] Vincy.  Vinci, one of the Italian prisoners of war at Zimbile.   
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